CASE STUDY
Custom built web application software replaces
outdated paper based system.

INVENTIVE.IO | HELLO@INVENTIVE.IO | 1.866.500.2706

CLIENT CHALLENGE
Service Group was struggling with a complicated

dealerships to create, sign, remit and void

Legacy System with over 50 external integrations

contracts for services offered by Service Group.

and a dated user interface that was cumbersome

A new product, a Dealer Portal web application,

to use. Every time a new feature was added,

was built to distill the contracting process down

another feature would break. Any time there

to three simple steps. The application is a cloud

was a storm, the entire system would go down,

based offering, hosted in Azure, and integrated

affecting hundreds of dealerships and customers.

with services in the client’s datacenter.

The entire system was unstable and unreliable.
The project resulted in a custom-built, cloudbased application which allows F&I users at
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PARTNERING WITH SERVICE GROUP
Inventive was contacted by Service Group to help salvage their
Dealer Portal project.

INVENTIVE APPROACH
1.

Performed a deep analysis of their existing codebase and
infrastructure

2.

Added a highly available cloud architecture

3.

Added an abstraction layer between mainframe and vendors

4.

Redesigned Service Group primary selling tool to be more modern,
responsive, and user friendly

An aggressive two-month project timeline was created and
work began immediately.
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TECHNOLOGY
•

Azure

•

.NET

•

React

•

AppInsights

•

Log Rocket

•

Intercom

•

UI Design

OUTCOMES
•

Increased customer retention

•

Reduced downtime

•

Increased system reliability

•

Increased customer acquisition

•

Our client was acquired due to superior
technology solution
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UX/UI
Service Group wanted a design that
#D1DFD7

#EF426F

#FFB25B

#425363

#92ACA0

was Tesla meets Apple, something slick,
clean and modern. Inventive started with
a fresh color palette and incorporated
trendy, razor-edge shapes and minimal
iconography to give the app lots of
clean white space.
Less clutter means a less jarring user
experience, with more focus on creating
contracts in a smooth and clear process.
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RESPONSIVE
MATTERS
One website, any screen.
Service Group needed its
product to be accessed from
any device to serve their
clients easily. Inventive took
great care to ensure the new
design could look great and
function on any screen size.
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REACT 16

EARLY BETA TESTING

Inventive upgraded Service Group’s

Service Group wanted to beta test the new portal with a

outdated front end framework, to the

few dealerships prior to launching at scale. Inventive moved

latest version of React. This provided

forward with tool feedback integrations such as Intercom and

significant speed improvements,

LogRocket to help ensure data was collected, reviewed

reduced loading time and complied with

and actioned.

web standards to make the site shine
on desktop and mobile. As an added

Helping Service Group launch and get to market quickly was

benefit, the updated tooling allowed

an important part of the overall partnership with Inventive.

the team to move with speed and add

Companies that can ship faster have been shown to be more

new features faster than ever. Service

successful and Service Group was able to create a strategic

Group was able to complete a dozen

initiative and move quickly so that they push through these

small releases in the time it used to take

new technology initiatives and

to complete even a single change in the

remain competitive.

old system.
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WE GET SHIT DONE,
BRILLIANTLY.
Inventive builds custom solutions that solve hard

this mobile app development were donated to our

technology problems across multiple industries.

Inventive Cares Fund. This project produced 500

We live and breathe our mission of Improving

engineering hours to help us to improve lives with

Lives with Technology, taking product ideas from

technology for nonprofits, veterans, women in

discovery to launch and scaling our experienced

tech, and first responders.

teams to innovate and deliver
world-class solutions.

Learn more and contact us for a 45-minute
consulting meeting to see how we can accelerate

Inventive believes in making technology and

and deliver your digital products from start

innovation more accessible to all. We improve

to finish.

lives with technology. 10% of proceeds from
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